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It has weathered the debt crisis 
largely unruffled. But does 
this outward image of success 
conceal a growing number of 
working poor who feel alienated 
from the political process? 
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It was a chance meeting that landed Sarah Waterfeld a job 
working for a parliamentarian from Germany’s far left Die 
Linke in 2012. She wasn’t a member of the party and didn’t 
have much knowledge of how Germany’s parliamentary 
system worked, but that didn’t mean politics weren’t 
important to Waterfeld. In fact, the native Berliner has been 
politically active for as long as she can remember. Her 
parents were part of the radical student protest movement 
that swept the country in the late 1960s, transmitting 
subversive radio messages into communist East Germany 
and smuggling fliers across the border. They raised their 
daughter to question authority and Germany’s long-standing 
conservative culture.

Waterfeld started writing for a Marxist academic journal and, 
like her parents, became an active non-voter. On election 
days, she voided her ballot by writing in her own candidates 
— on one occasion it was Jimi Hendrix, on another the 
popular German children’s book character Maya the Bee. 

But working for Die Linke, a party with its roots in the 
former East Germany, offered her a chance to realise her 
leftist ideals while learning more about realpolitik from deep 
within the Bundestag. She burrowed into the intricacies of 
the parliamentary system, wrote speeches and answered 
constituents.

But it didn’t take long for frustration to set in. Waterfeld says 
that what she encountered was a painfully bureaucratic 
and mundane political machine. Everything, from voting to 
law-making, was routine and predictable. It was a matter 
of carefully orchestrated yays and nays, with little room for 
debate, let alone left-wing ideology.
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“I was really disappointed — I’d really taken it seriously,” she 
says, perched on a park bench on a warm afternoon in the 
working class district of Wedding where she grew up. 

At the time, the then 30-year-old mother of two was 
completely unknown in Die Linke. But when the party 
chairperson stepped down, Waterfeld decided to run for the 
position and to try to change the system from within. The 
media scoffed, and party members turned on her. But she 
pushed ahead.

Sarah Waterfeld has just published a novel that portrays the world of power-play and intrigue within Germany’s 
left-wing Die Linke party [Harald Franzen]
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“I knew that my running for office wouldn’t be taken seriously 
and that I wouldn’t be elected. That was obvious,” she 
reflects. “But I heard a lot of young people talking about the 
same thing — criticising the political system. And none of 
them actually did anything about it.”

Waterfeld is part of a growing group of left-wing voters who 
are struggling to find a stake in Germany. The left bloc built 
a powerful legacy in shaping the politics and psyche of the 
nation in the post-war era. But decades later, it is disparate 
and deeply divided, grappling with questions of identity in a 
shifting political landscape. 

“There’s no common plan,” explains Gero Neugebauer, 
a leading political scientist at Berlin’s Free University. 
“They have no real message for their supporters — no 
message on what kind of politics they want to pursue 
in the face of the challenges many people perceive.”

Germany’s left is made up of three main parties: Die Linke, 
the Greens and the centre-left Social Democrats (SPD), 
who are currently in a coalition government with Chancellor 
Angela Merkel’s conservatives. Together the left bloc makes 
up a powerful voter base — 42 percent in the last elections. 
But as fragments, they have floundered.
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Europe’s economic engine

Part of the problem, say Neugebauer and other experts on 
the topic, is not so much the failure of the left but rather the 
successes of the right. 

As the Eurozone’s crippling debt crisis has rattled the 
establishment from Spain to Greece, fringe parties — 
both left and right — have found broad support among 
mainstream voters. Syriza in Greece and the Podemos 
movement in Spain have swept into favour on the promise of 
change and economic relief. 

In Germany, a very different picture has unfolded. Chancellor 
Angela Merkel and her Christian Democrats (CDU) are 
credited with building up one of the world’s most powerful 
economies, an export juggernaut that has weathered the 
debt crisis largely unruffled. 

Unemployment has plunged to new lows (since reunification 
in 1989), consumer confidence and spending have gained 
steadily and the export industry continues to pad an 
already substantial surplus. Germany’s growth has been 
sustained and steady, built on the back of a well-diversified 
manufacturing base and high productivity.

Merkel, meanwhile, is undeniably popular. In a survey 
conducted last summer by market research group Infratest 
Dimap, 59 percent of those polled said they were satisfied 
with Merkel’s government, and a whopping 74 percent 
approved of her performance as chancellor. She has single-
handedly solidified power and support beneath her. And 
most Germans, it seems, can’t find a reason to protest.
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“The social climate is: ‘We’re doing well. We made the right 
choices. And Merkel is doing a good job, so why should we 
change?’” says Anke Martiny, a member of the SPD and a 
former parliamentarian. 

Martiny was a founding member of the Institute for Modern 
Solidarity, a left-wing think tank based in Berlin. She believes 
Merkel has managed to steer the focus away from big 
picture questions towards more basic ones.  

“We don’t have any ideology-based politics here right 
now. There doesn’t seem to be an interest in intellectual 
discussions,” she says. “Material values have been placed 
squarely in the forefront, and since people are doing well, 
you just don’t see any alternative political concepts.” 

Unemployment down, but poverty up

But there are growing signs that Germany’s newfound 
prosperity is not benefitting everyone. Poverty has risen 
almost continuously over the last decade, and last year 
reached its highest level since reunification. 

According to the annual poverty report from a 
national welfare association called the Paritätische 
Gesamtverband, some 12.5 million Germans were 
classified as poor in 2014: they earned less than 60 
percent of the median household income.

“It shows that the macro-economic development has 
become unhinged from the wealth of the general population 
— that economic growth is only accessible to a small part 
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of society,” explains Christian Woltering, one of the study’s 
authors.

The low-wage sector is also booming. Temporary and part-
time forms of employment have exploded over the last 10 
years, and low-wage workers increasingly have to string 
together more than one job to get by.

A 2012 study by the Institute for Work, Skills and Training at 
the University of Duisburg-Essen indicated that a fourth of 
the labour force qualifies as low-wage earners. The numbers 
have risen steadily since an SPD-led government enacted a 

Far left groups and trade unions march on May Day in Berlin [Harald Franzen]
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series of controversial reforms in 2003 to liberalise the labour 
market.

“It’s really a new phenomenon in Germany that people 
are actually working and at the same time have a total 
household income that’s below the poverty line,” says Martin 
Ehlert, an analyst from the Berlin Social Science Center. 
“Germany for a long time has been a country that’s been 
sheltered in a way from these developments but now it’s 
changing.”

The welfare association’s poverty study reported that single 
parents, the elderly and the unemployed face the greatest 
risk. 

“People are poor and here in parts of Berlin you really 
do see it. I think it’s awful when you see elderly [people] 
collecting bottles,” says Heike Wagner, a 44-year-old welfare 
recipient in the capital. “A country can be rich and still have 
high poverty,” adds Wagner, who has been out of work for 
years, and has struggled to string together various types 
of marginal employment. She says this has left her isolated 
from mainstream society, and she’s not alone. 

The expanding underclass of working poor and unemployed 
should in theory bolster the ranks of Germany’s left-wing 
parties. But current surveys put the SPD at a little over 25 
percent of the vote, Die Linke at 8.6 and the Greens at 8.4. 
Those values have not budged since the last elections in 
2013. Instead, all three have seen their numbers decline 
since 2005. 
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One reason is the rise of the right-wing Alternative 
for Germany (AFD), a conservative, staunchly anti-
Europe party that has surprised many by stealing 
away protest voters from the left. Earlier this year, 
the AFD gained six percent of the vote in Hamburg’s 
elections, enough to enter state parliament there.

More troubling, though, is declining voter turnout among 
poorer segments of the population. Elections in the city state 
of Bremen earlier this month registered a shocking outcome: 
around half of those eligible to vote did not cast their ballots. 
Experts believe Bremen’s high rates of unemployment and 
poverty are to blame. The down-and-out increasingly don’t 
feel represented by any party.

“I find it so sad that a lot of welfare recipients aren’t voting 
anymore, out of frustration and resignation,” says 52-year-
old Berliner Friederike. “The people who really need to be 
represented aren’t voting. It’s like an own goal.”  

Friederike worked with children for 16 years before being 
forced to quit for health reasons. She now receives welfare 
to supplement a meagre income with the Federal Volunteer 
Service. She votes for Die Linke because she still believes 
it is the best available option. But the party is too weak and 
too small to fully represent her interests, she adds. 

Tom Strohschneider, the editor-in-chief of the leftist national 
daily Neues Deutschland, says the absence of democratic 
participation among the poor is creating parallel worlds. 
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“When they don’t vote, politicians feel less obliged to serve 
them, and that is a very dangerous problem because it 
reinforces their alienation from society,” he explains.

Meanwhile, amid the turmoil on the left, Germany has 
witnessed a gradual but significant shift to the middle. Left-
wing ideology once resonated with a broad segment of 
society, but these days it’s the politics of the centre that 
seem to matter. And as the country has drifted towards the 
middle, so too has the battle to win hearts and minds.

Friederike was a trained child care worker for 16 years before she developed hyperacusis, which makes her 
extremely sensitive to everyday sounds and means she can no longer work in her former profession. She 
now mostly works as a volunteer and receives welfare subsidies  [Harald Franzen]
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“Traditionally in Germany you had competition for left-wing 
voters,” says Ralf Welt, the director of dicomm advisors, a 
Berlin-based political consulting firm. “But since reunification 
we’ve seen that the majority of election victories take place 
in the middle.”

Gero Neugebauer says where the political spectrum was 
once broad and more varied, the margins have tightened. 
“Earlier, not that many people were after the same piece of 
the pie and now everyone wants to dig in.”

‘A party of war and welfare cuts’

No party has signaled that shift towards the middle more 
than the SPD. For most of the party’s 152-year history, social 
justice and equality underlined its policies on taxes, income 
distribution and workers’ rights. This was, after all, the party 
of labour unions and universal suffrage. 

The SPD reached its zenith in the 1972 general election, 
winning 45.8 percent of the vote under the leadership of 
Willy Brandt. But when the voter base broadened, the Social 
Democrats struggled to serve increasingly varied interests. 
It was no longer just the poor and the working class, but 
academics, civil servants and professionals too.
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By the late 1990s, when Gerhard Schröder took over as 
chancellor, membership was already in decline. Schröder’s 
landmark Agenda 2010 labour reform package was the 
match in the powder keg. 

Enacted in 2003, his sweeping legislation liberalised the 
labour market and retirement policies: workers’ protections 
were dialed back, as were unemployment benefits and 
welfare. Employers were freed up to more easily hire and fire 
workers. 

A homeless person sleeps under a bridge in Berlin  [Thomas Koehler/Getty Images]
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It was intended as a panacea for persistently high 
unemployment and sluggish growth. 

But for labour unions and many SPD members, it was a bitter 
betrayal of the party’s core values. Agenda 2010 has been 
credited with shielding Germany from Europe’s debt crisis, but 
critics say it is the driving force behind the rise in poverty and 
inequality.

Klaus Ernst was a Social Democrat and a union leader when 
Schröder unveiled his controversial reforms. He says they drove 
a deep wedge in the party, exposing rifts that have yet to heal.

“More and more unions, more left-oriented people in general, 
were dissatisfied with the way the SPD was acting in 
government.” 

Ernst and a group of trade unionists ended up founding a 
splinter party called Labor and Social Justice – The Electoral 
Alternative (WASG), which would later merge into what is 
currently Die Linke.

Since then, the SPD has also struggled to reconcile its leftist 
base with its role as partner to Chancellor Merkel’s centre-right 
CDU in government. From 2005 to 2009 and again now, the 
Social Democrats have wrangled, compromised and retreated 
on bread-and-butter issues, from social welfare benefits to 
taxes and military missions. 

“It’s just not left anymore,” says Anke Martiny. “In the party’s 
programme, you see the core voters are represented. But in 
the coalition, everything is compromise. Either it lands in the 
middle or it’s up for sale.”
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In a 2008 interview with German news magazine Der 
Spiegel, politician Oskar Lafontaine, who left the SPD after 
the Agenda 2010 reforms to help found Die Linke, said 
the Social Democrats no longer knew what, or who, they 
represented.

“It’s simple: the SPD has lost its identity, and a party 
without an identity can’t function successfully,” said 
Lafontaine. “It was a party of peace and social justice. 
Today it’s a party of war and welfare cuts. As long as 
that’s the case, its collapse will continue.” 

It hasn’t helped that Merkel has proven to be something of 
a social democrat herself. After the 2011 nuclear disaster 
in Fukushima, she pushed through the Energiewende, or 
energy transition: Germany is now on course to completely 
abandon nuclear power within a decade and to slash 
greenhouse gas levels by 80 percent by 2050.

She has championed tougher financial regulation, and more 
investment in education and research. The minimum wage, 
a chief demand of the SPD and Die Linke, was ushered in 
under Merkel this year (although it is, admittedly, a watered 
down version with a two-year grace period for some 
employers and other exceptions). 

Vice Chancellor Sigmar Gabriel insists the SPD is the engine 
of the government. But for voters, it is their chancellor who 
can do no wrong.
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“The engine is under the hood and Merkel is at the wheel,” 
says Neugebauer. “When she drives down the street, people 
see that she’s in control. In public perception, everything the 
government achieves is Merkel.” 

Of late, the Social Democrats have been fighting to reestablish 
their leftist profile. The labour minister has pushed through a 
comprehensive jobs plan to create more work opportunities for 
graduates and the unemployed. In March, the family minister, 
who is also from the SPD, fought to introduce a women’s 
quota for supervisory boards in top German companies. 

But in 2013 federal elections, the SPD notched 29.4 percent 
of the vote, a negligible improvement from the previous poll. 
And only around a fourth of the country’s workers voted for 
the SPD. The majority elected Angela Merkel’s CDU. 
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Historical baggage

In theory, the SPD’s centre pivot has created a vacuum for 
the far left to step in. In reality, though, Die Linke is grappling 
with deep-seated identity issues of its own. 

Officially founded in 2007, Die Linke arose out of a merger 
between the WASG (the splinter group led by Klaus Ernst 

A man looks inside a rubbish bin for empty bottles he can cash in. Despite Germany’s reputation as an 
economic juggernaut, a substantial number of Berliners live below the poverty line
[Sean Gallup/Getty Images]
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and other trade unionists) and the Party of Democratic 
Socialism (PDS). The PDS was the successor to the socialist 
party that ruled communist East Germany, and it struggled 
to shed its Soviet image in the years after reunification. Its 
merger with the West German WASG was intended to help. 

It did, but presented new challenges, too. East and West, 
it turned out, wasn’t as easy to combine as both sides had 
hoped. Cultures and ideologies clashed: Western German 
elements of the party proved to be far more radical, and far 
less willing to compromise on staunchly socialist ideals. 

Members from the former East Germany, on the other hand, 
sought to build ties and reform from within the system. 
Compromises, they argue, are acceptable if they give Die 
Linke a chance to govern in a coalition. 

As the largest opposition party, Die Linke is in the spotlight 
like never before. But the additional media attention has 
done little to influence the polls. The party won just 8.2 
percent of the vote in the 2013 elections, down from 11.1 
percent in 2009.

Their keystone issues, from opposing a military mission in 
Afghanistan to the minimum wage, do strike a chord with 
many voters. But they have been usurped by the governing 
parties, along with all the credit. 

“Die Linke is like a fan at a horse race,” explains Neugebauer. 
“They say ‘that horse is going to win, and that horse is going 
to win.’ And maybe it does win, but the horse isn’t in their 
stall.”
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History is one hurdle. For many Germans, the collapse of the 
Soviet Union is too fresh, and mistrust of the far left party still 
runs deep. Die Linke is dogged by its Stasi shadow: many 
suspect the party of harbouring scores of former agents and 
informants in its fold. 

In December, when Thuringia became the first state to 
elect a socialist-led government since reunification, voters 
and politicians across the country sounded the alarm bells. 
The Greens and SPD were blasted for agreeing to form a 
coalition with Die Linke, and thousands turned out to protest 
the night before the vote.

Even Chancellor Merkel, famous for parsing her words, 
warned the Greens against working together with Die Linke. 

“They want to put Karl Marx back in the state office — that 
just can’t be,” said Merkel, who grew up in East Germany.  
For both those who lived in the German Democratic 
Republic (GDR) and those on the other side, it is a difficult pill 
to swallow. 

“You have to take those concerns seriously — the GDR 
does after all deserve to be roundly criticised,” says Tom 
Strohschneider from Neues Deutschland. “But there’s a bit of 
oversimplified anti-communism playing a role here too.”

At the moment, Klaus Ernst is the only member of Die 
Linke’s leadership who hails from the former West Germany. 
What the party needs, he says, is to focus more on the 
voters, not itself. 

“We need to align ourselves less on ideology and more on 
the debates that actually interest people, their most burning 
issues,” he adds.   
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‘We work too much for too little’ 

It essentially took one issue to catapult Germany’s Green 
Party onto the national stage. Born out of the anti-nuclear 
power movement, the Greens streamed into government 
32 years ago with flowers in their hair and drummers trailing 
behind them. The establishment was aghast, and wrote the 
Greens off as a blip on the political landscape. They were not. 

A man begs for money in Frankfurt, Germany [Thomas Lohnes/Getty Images]
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Three decades later, the Greens have shed their hippie 
image and established themselves as a coveted coalition 
partner for both the conservatives and the SPD. 
They have led state and regional governments and 
established a foothold in former conservative bastions. 

Some attribute their success to the fact that their core issues 
— environment and energy — have gone mainstream. 
Others accuse the Greens of falling to the same fate as the 
SPD: abandoning their core anti-war, anti-nuclear platform 
to embrace the middle class. These days, the Greens have 
made amends with the free market economy and built ties 
with liberal voters. 

“The Greens tend to lean left of the middle, but still 
they’re able to build a coalition with the CDU,” 
explains Neugebauer. “Nowadays, they’re more or less 
all realists, rather than idealists.”

Neugebauer says the party was forced to expand its base 
after struggling to find a platform beyond energy and 
environmental issues. When Merkel put the Energiewende 
in motion in 2011, she extinguished the party’s central 
platform in one swoop.  

They tried to seize on taxation before the 2013 elections, 
but couldn’t convince voters to take them seriously on the 
matter. Now, they have championed human rights and 
refugee policy, as well as foreign policy. But the lack of 
strong leadership at the party’s helm has hurt its chances of 
growing further on the national stage. 
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Their best option, say experts, is to join forces with Die Linke 
and the SPD. But they have failed to find a common, driving 
theme that unites them.

“Right now, they’re still distancing themselves from each other 
instead of finding ways to work together,” says Anke Martiny. 

And the odds are stacked against them anyway. With Merkel 
anchored in the middle and Germany’s stock rising globally, 
she says, inertia is the most powerful trend in German politics 
today.  

“We’ve been wondering why change is needed but just isn’t 
coming — we’ve asked ourselves why German society is 
so static,” she says. “The issue that wins elections? It’s ‘no 
changes’.” 

Sarah Waterfeld chalks up the fear of change to cowardice, 
and to a sentiment she believes many Germans share.  
“Nobody has anyone left of where they are. Everyone thinks 
they’re the leftest of them all,” she laments.

After leaving her Bundestag job, Waterfeld has written a novel 
called Sex with Gysi, a satire that features one of Die Linke’s 
leaders, Gregor Gysi. She has been receiving welfare for more 
than a year now, as her partner’s full-time income simply isn’t 
enough for them to get by on. And she knows she’s not alone. 

“Most people I know work far too much, for far too little 
money,” she says. “I don’t know anyone who is fully 
employed, even though they’re all well-educated. There just 
aren’t any jobs.”



A broad grassroots social movement like those in Spain and 
Greece could happen here, too, but she’s not particularly 
hopeful. Instead, she encourages young left-wing activists to 
run for office like she did. 

“Try to get into Die Linke and become a member of 
parliament, even though it seems hopeless. I don’t see any 
alternative in Germany right now.”
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